If Wind & Solar Power Are Cheaper & Quicker, Do We Really Need Hinkley Point?
by Terry Macalister
Aug. 20, 2016 – Should Theresa May take the axe to the troubled Hinkley Point nuclear project, it will propel wind and solar power further into the limelight.  For renewable technologies to become really effective, Britain and the rest of the world need breakthroughs in electricity storage, to allow intermittent power to be on tap 24/7, on a large scale and for the right price.
Cheap, light, and long-life batteries are the holy grail.  Achieving this requires the expertise of people like Cambridge professor Clare Grey.  The award winning Royal Society fellow is working on the basic science behind lithium-air batteries, which can store 5 times the energy in the same space as the current rechargeable lithium-ion batteries that are widely used today.  
She is also focusing on sodium-ion and redox flow batteries.  The latter store power in a liquid form, contained in vats or tanks that in theory can easily be scaled up to power-grid sizes.
“There has been an amazing transformation in this field.  There is an explosion of interest and I am extremely lucky to have decided early on to concentrate on this area,” she says.  But she is keen to play down the idea that a eureka moment is just around the corner.
She is also thankful for Hinkley – if only because of the government’s long-term funding deal with EDF Energy that it gave rise to.  “It has put a price on [future] electricity in the market which is high, and this has potentially opened up further commercial space for new technologies such as batteries.  But independent of Hinkley, we do need better batteries and my chemistry will hopefully help find them,” she says.
The wisdom of bringing in the Chinese to help EDF, the French state-owned utility company, construct the proposed new Somerset reactors has been highlighted as a key factor behind the government’s reluctance to push the go button.
But ministers are also aware that, in the last 18 months, many experts in the field have concluded that the biggest argument against the plant is not that it is too expensive, at £18.5 billion, but that the kind of “on-all-the-time” power it delivers is no longer what is required.
Even an employers’ trade body, the Institute of Directors, said last week that it was right for the government to run the slide-rule over Hinkley again, to see whether it really made sense.  
City investment house RBC Capital Markets says no current minister, starting from scratch today, would ever agree to the deal George Osborne oversaw with EDF: a 35-year index-linked contract paying £92.50 per MegaWatt-hour (MWh) in 2012 money – double the current wholesale price of electricity.
But, more ominously for government, it adds: “We question whether such large-scale generation is needed in a rapidly changing and decentralizing electricity market, where the costs of renewables and storage are coming down.”
That is traditionally a message that has come from the leaders of the wind and solar sector – such as Jeremy Leggett, the founder of solar panel maker Solarcentury and a figurehead for the wider green industry.
He is delighted that others are picking up on arguments he has been making for years.  “Finally, the message is getting through that Hinkley, and indeed nuclear, make no sense today, simply because wind and solar are cheaper.  If we accelerate renewables in the UK, we can get to 100% renewable power well before 2050,” he says.
“The message is getting through on the feasibility of this too.  1,000 cities around the world are committed to 100% renewable supply, some as soon as 2030.  More than 60 giant corporations are committed to 100% [low carbon] supply, some as soon as 2020.”
Part of the growing confidence in wind and solar comes from experience.  Portugal ran for 4 days on only wind, solar and hydro power in May, while solar power in Britain produced more electricity than coal-fired stations in the same month.
Dong Energy, the biggest investor in British offshore wind farms, says it is already possible to produce power with a subsidy of £85 per MWh, and costs are dropping all the time.
The Global Wind Energy Council in Brussels claims that wind power alone reached 432.42 GigaWatts (GW) of installed capacity at the end of 2015 – more than the 382.55 GW of nuclear for the first time ever.  But that wind capacity can be available on average only about 40% of the time, compared to 90% for nuclear.
Paul Dorfman, a senior research fellow at the Energy Institute at University College London, says, for too long, Hinkley has been justified by reference to immediate supply shortages that in fact cannot be met by nuclear.  He says that pouring money into new atomic power plants can only take investment away from renewables, whose costs are dropping, unlike those of atomic power.
“Hinkley will definitely not come online in time to help with the critical UK electricity gap, or with our carbon emission commitments.  In fact, due to inevitable delays and cost overruns, Hinkley will block scarce resources going to necessary UK renewables, grid upgrades, and energy efficiency.  Don’t believe the hype: it’s not ‘nuclear and renewables’ – because of the sheer cost of nuclear, it’s ‘nuclear or renewables’,” he argues.
Cornwall Energy, an energy industry consultancy, recently released a chart showing increasing numbers of periods when there are negative wholesale prices for power, which effectively means electricity on the UK grid is free.  Tom Edwards, a consultant at Cornwall, says: “As the UK adds more low-marginal-cost generators to the network, especially wind and solar, we would expect to see more and longer-duration negative pricing events.”
The Economist, traditionally a cheerleader for low-cost market solutions to everything, including energy, has also lost faith in Hinkley, which it describes as a “white elephant”.  “To keep the lights on in the short run, it would make more sense to use gas-powered plants.  These can be built quickly, run cheaply, and turned on or off as required.  Meanwhile, the sums earmarked for Hinkley could be put to use in better ways,” it said in an editorial headlined “Hinkley Pointless”.
The Economist believes improved electricity storage is a key answer to the frequently repeated criticism of wind and solar that it is intermittent.  It points out that battery technology is fast improving.
The magazine also champions inter-connectors, which can link energy-hungry Britain with northern Europe, where there is a wind-energy surplus, or with a country such as Iceland – a center of geothermal power, due to its volcanoes.
The Economist concludes: “All of these options would be cheaper than Hinkley, which would take 10 years to get going and represent a huge, continuing cost to bill payers, if it ever worked at all.  Such a strategy would also buy time to see what new technologies emerge.”
The atomic lobby is desperate to see Hinkley go ahead as soon as possible.  “We should not be pitting technologies against each other.  The scale and scope of the challenge means we need all technologies available to meet our energy needs, as 65% of capacity will close between 2010 and 2030,” says Tom Greatrex, chief executive of the Nuclear Industry Association and a former Labour MP.  “This needs to be replaced with low-carbon generation, including both nuclear and renewables.  Hinkley Point C will provide 3.2 GW of power – 7% of the UK’s electricity needs – with further nuclear projects taking this to 16 GW by the mid-2020s.”
However, Steve Thomas, emeritus professor of energy policy at Greenwich University, says the UK should bide its time and not be panicked into making ill-considered decisions such as giving the green light to Hinkley.  “I don’t think we need to do anything in double-quick time.  The coal plant does not need to close before 2025.  As long as its utilization is low, it won’t cause large emissions.
“2 of our 8 nuclear plants will probably close in 2023, the rest will go on till 2028 and beyond.  If no more delays happen, Hinkley will be online in 2026; the other nukes are a few years behind, whatever the developers say.  So nuclear is the slowest, riskiest possible way to meet any gap.”
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